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PBS Wisconsin

PBS Wisconsin was founded to serve and connect the people of Wisconsin, furthering the 100-year-old philosophy known as “The Wisconsin Idea.” This philosophy expounds that knowledge and education should be freely shared among all citizens, specifically by extending the learning, resources and expertise of the University of Wisconsin to the borders of the state (and beyond), so that everyone may take full and equal advantage of civic and economic opportunity, make broad and deep social connections and strengthen our democracy. PBS Wisconsin is proud to have been a rich part of this tradition since its inception. We continue to pursue our mission of community service: on the air, in our communities and online.

Local Impact

PBS Wisconsin tells the stories of our state through the many voices of its residents. Through our programs and educational and community initiatives, we share the history, culture, news and educational resources that make Wisconsin unique. As service providers, we use all available platforms to reach our communities, uniting Wisconsin’s diverse residents, including Wisconsin’s 997,308 K-12 learners. PBS Wisconsin’s four broadcast channels serve more than 1.4 million people across Wisconsin each month. Our digital content, classroom education services and community engagement programs extend that reach. In just the month of October, our PBS KIDS 24/7 viewership included 165,622 users and 4,647,421 streams.

Looking Back at 2021

PBS Wisconsin’s mission is to “enrich, educate and entertain diverse audiences of children and adults.” In 2021, our work also focused on COVID-19 response. The ongoing pandemic required PBS Wisconsin to adapt and invest in new technologies to meet changing needs of the state, including education content and engagement, news reporting, and the production of timely content while maintaining safety standards. PBS Wisconsin continues to deepen and expand its commitment to anti-racism and racial justice, using education and human stories to offer new perspectives, to examine the historical context of today’s issues, to connect communities and to explore our most challenging issues.
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A Summer of Possibilities!
Our services transitioned from At-Home Learning to imagine a Summer of Possibilities for our children, grandchildren and communities, reimagining opportunities for learning long before the pandemic. From PBS KIDS to PBS NewsHour Student Reporting Labs, we use technology to spark curiosity and learning.

Meet the Lab Collection Expands
Meet the Lab is a collection of educational resources for middle school science classrooms, and is a collaboration between PBS Wisconsin Education, the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, and the Morgridge Institute for Research.

The newest additions to the collection include:

- “Nervous System Engineers: Superpowered by Stem Cells,” which brings stem cell research to life.
- “Virus Investigators: Superpowered by Electron Microscopy,” which describes the tools of virology and demonstrates how a virus replicates itself.
- “Data Decoders: Superpowered by Computers,” which explores how computer modeling can help society by processing and making meaning of big data.

“Prior to this, talking about COVID-19 was really relegated to prevention — six feet apart, masks, etc. — and not really on how the virus works. So, yesterday we talked about how it actually is affecting the cell. They knew it affected the body — they mostly thought the lungs — but by the end, they realized that the reason people get sick is because of the damage to the cell, but more importantly because viruses use the energy of the cell to replicate.”

— “Virus Investigators” feedback from educator who shared with 5th grade students
Carrie Frost: Fly Fishing Boss

The Wisconsin Hometown Stories: Stevens Point history project introduced viewers to the story of Carrie Frost and encouraged educators to share her inspiring story with their students.

In 1885, Frost moved to Stevens Point with her family. A dedicated and skilled fly fisher, Frost started making her own flies after European flies were not attracting the Wisconsin fish. Eventually, she founded her own fly-tackle business, the C.J. Frost Tackle Manufacturing Company. The company continued to grow and eventually put Stevens Point on the map, helping make it the “Fly Tackle Capital of the World.”

In collaboration with local historians and 3rd-6th grade educators, PBS Wisconsin Education brought the story of the barrier-breaking fly fishing entrepreneur to life. Carrie Frost: Fly Fishing Boss — which was awarded a Chicago/Midwest Emmy Award for Outstanding Achievement for Children/Youth/Teens — is the newest chapter of Wisconsin Biographies, a collection of free, educational online media resources that shares the stories of notable Wisconsinites and enriches grade school social studies and literacy curriculum.

“You have to accept the disquiet of never being done with this work. The day I retire, I won’t be done with this work. I can’t attend a personal development class and be done with this work. It’s going to be career-long. It’s going to be lifelong. And as teachers... we like to feel like we have the answers, and this is an area where we’ll never have it. We’ll never stop learning and becoming better.”

— aka Teacher educator feedback on anti-racist teaching practices

“Natural resources and the preservation and appreciation for them have a great impact on our community. Sharing Carrie Frost’s story of how she impacted the fishing world, especially at a time when that was not the typical role for a woman, is great knowledge for students to learn about and relate it to their community today.”

— Stevens Point educator
Media Literacy Cohort
PBS Wisconsin Education also piloted the Media Literacy Cohort during the 2020-21 school year. The education team planned and organized virtual professional development programs for 12 educators to become PBS Media Literacy Certified Educators. Uniquely, PBS Wisconsin's cohort is entirely local.

Peg Billing, a PBS Wisconsin-certified educator offered the following as testament to her experience in the cohort:

“This program gives an amazing opportunity in today’s world of instant news and information. It can be very challenging for both students and teachers to both locate and rely upon valid digital information and messaging… Working with students on the method of information seeking using lateral searching is very valid for today’s information age… The materials I gained from this micro-credential are certainly useful and relevant to teaching today.”

Ready To Learn in Beloit
The Ready To Learn grant is awarded to PBS stations in five-year grant cycles by the U.S. Department of Education and is administered by the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. In Beloit, the Ready To Learn program will build a network of partnerships to advance school readiness and build the confidence of parents and caregivers in supporting their children’s learning in literacy and career exploration.

Working in Beloit provides a unique opportunity to create spaces that facilitate community connection, providing an avenue to build trust between families and Beloit community institutions through an anti-biased, anti-racist perspective that seeks to honor families’ knowledge and create spaces within community programming for that acknowledgment. Beloit Public Library and Community Action, Inc. are PBS Wisconsin’s lead partners in this project.

Centering Black Excellence
In 2021, PBS Wisconsin Education hosted 24 webinars, including “Centering Black Excellence.” More than 1,000 educators registered to attend at least one event in the series. The four-part learning series started in February to honor and expand knowledge about Black History Month and to allow educators the opportunity to converse about equitable teaching practices.

“Diversity and inclusion are very important topics. Everyone should have the opportunity for this discussion.”
– PBS Wisconsin webinar attendee

“PBS Wisconsin Education’s professional development offerings are super relevant in supporting the crucial equity work educators are doing across the state.”
– PBS Wisconsin webinar attendee
Why Race Matters

Why Race Matters amplifies systemic issues impacting the Black community in Wisconsin. Host and producer Angela Fitzgerald converses with Wisconsinites whose work and priorities focus on race, identity and obtaining racial equity.

Why Race Matters shares the multifaceted, lived experiences of Black people in Wisconsin to investigate systemic issues while offering optimism, guidance and resources to obtain success.

After the murder of George Floyd, Fitzgerald created Why Race Matters to localize conversations about race in Wisconsin. Why Race Matters is an extension of Fitzgerald’s activism to create work that aids to dismantle systemic racism and achieve equity for Black people in Wisconsin.

“I received an email from PBS Wisconsin today, and it had information about Why Race Matters and Angela Fitzgerald. I am excited to watch/listen to this... I think Wisconsinites need to hear the topics Angela is bringing to light as I am guessing not many know the problems/issues that African Americans or any BIPOC have in this predominantly white state. I want to help change those problems and bring those issues to the forefront of our state and the residents.”
– Why Race Matters viewer

“Good! Public broadcasting needs to interweave the Black, Indigenous, Hispanic, Asian and all minority experiences. Let’s broaden our awareness comprehensively! We need to decolonize our thinking and conversation. Narrow focus on one group fragments our society and delays proper and healthy response.”
– Why Race Matters viewer

Sifting and Winnowing

In April, PBS Wisconsin collaborated with the University of Wisconsin-Madison Public History Project to present a virtual screening of Sifting and Winnowing and Film Burning. More than 1,000 people registered to attend this online event, which presented film footage exposing housing discrimination in 1960s Madison. Originally suppressed by the university, the film footage was presented for the first time at this event, along with a panel discussing the history of housing discrimination in Madison and the United States.
Advisory Groups

To ensure that our work accurately and authentically represents the diversity of Wisconsinites, we work with experts, community members, leaders, teachers and other advisors. Our advisors are sources of connection, informing the creation of content and community engagement, including:

**Why Race Matters** — This multimedia series elevates issues of importance affecting Wisconsin’s Black communities. PBS Wisconsin created a three-person advisory team that worked closely with host and producer Angela Fitzgerald to identify topics, guests and resources for the series. They included mental health professional Jacquelyn Hunt, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee professor David J. Pate Jr., PhD, and Solomon Roller, a UW-Madison graduate and First Wave Scholar.

**Meet the Lab** — This winter, PBS Wisconsin worked with an advisory group of educators to create new additions to PBS Wisconsin Education’s content, and to build upon the existing *Meet the Lab* collection. The advisory group emphasized the importance of diversity and representation in STEAM, both in the professionals they saw and the content they learned.

**Wisconsin Pride** — In conjunction with the Wisconsin Historical Society, PBS Wisconsin is working on a documentary on the state’s LGBTQ+ history. Helping to guide the production is a diverse advisory group made up of academic historians, an LGBTQ+ archive co-founder, and the publisher of the state’s sole remaining LGBTQ+ print magazine.

**Building Bridges** (working title) — PBS Wisconsin is in the very early stages of this project. In partnership with the Milwaukee Muslim Women’s Coalition and We Are Many–United Against Hate, the project will combine multimedia storytelling and learning resources with engagement strategies to encourage critical thought, empathy, appreciation and connection between Wisconsin’s Muslim and non-Muslim populations.

**Centering Black History to Build a Stronger Wisconsin** (working title) — PBS Wisconsin and the Nehemiah Community Development Corporation have begun a partnership project focusing on racial justice, racism, and anti-racism. The project models behavior and strategies to bridge the gap between learning about these subjects and taking meaningful action for change.

Next Generation Internship

PBS Wisconsin recognizes the importance of diverse talent to support the organization in all of its functions. The *Next Generation Internship Program* creates a pipeline for PBS Wisconsin to recruit and hire more people from diverse backgrounds.

In 2021, we welcomed Sophia Abrams and Lita Elkendier. Sophia is a senior majoring in journalism and Afro-American studies who has been involved with WSUM Student Radio, hosting a radio show called *Modern Girl*. She has also worked as the student historian for the University Archives, creating an oral history project on Black artists who went to UW-Madison. Lita is a junior majoring in journalism and digital cinema studies who writes for the *Badger Herald*. She “grew up watching PBS KIDS” and has volunteered in the past with the Wisconsin Youth in Government Program and the Asian Pacific Islander Desi American Student Center.
Digital Engagement

Continuing our innovation and investment in digital engagement, PBS Wisconsin built immersive online experiences in 2021 that sought to deliver value to guests through education, inspiration and community making. These events featured and highlighted BIPOC presenters, cultural traditions and stories. Our two expo events, Garden & Landscape Expo and The Great Wisconsin Quilt Show, are the most visible demonstrations of these efforts.

Virtual Garden & Landscape Expo

Garden & Landscape Expo is a beloved community event with a 27-year history. More than 12,000 people attended the Virtual Garden & Landscape Expo in 2021. For two full days, live and interactive educational sessions and curated episodes of PBS Wisconsin’s gardening programs were central to the event. More than 50 businesses and organizations participated in a virtual exhibitor mall and live-streamed video demonstrations. The expo featured an open Q&A forum with experts from the UW-Madison Division of Extension. More than 40 percent of the attendees said that it was their first time attending the event. Also, more than 40 percent of our educational presentations featured BIPOC presenters.

“As a beginner (gardener), I was happy to hear from a range of people with different knowledge and experiences on a variety of topics! I thought the talkbacks at the end of the lectures were great and well moderated. I loved the garden tours section as well. This turned out to be a very valuable resource for me.”

– Virtual Garden & Landscape Expo attendee

“I thought the educational offerings were wonderful and so diverse. It was fun and different to be able to see it at home any time of day.”

– Virtual Garden & Landscape Expo attendee

Great Wisconsin Quilt Show

The Great Wisconsin Quilt Show, presented digitally in 2021, had more than 12,000 attendees. More than 300 quilts were on display, and 60 vendors participated in a virtual vendor mall and live streamed video demonstrations and tutorials. Prominently, two community projects included a virtual community quilt and the annual “Quilt to Give” community service project with bed-size quilts benefiting domestic abuse survivors. A quarter of the educational presentations featured BIPOC presenters. Nearly 90 percent of attendees rated the show as “excellent” or “very good.”

“I really enjoyed viewing the activism quilts and seeing the cultural perspectives. I was heartened to see more participation by people of color, both instructors and quilters.”

– The Great Wisconsin Quilt Show attendee

“For those who otherwise might not be able to attend the live event, this format is a godsend! It helps the viewers connect with the outside world in a meaningful, positive and safe way.”

– The Great Wisconsin Quilt Show attendee

Nika Vaughan, owner of Plant Salon, an indoor plant and natural skincare boutique in Chicago, Ill. gave a lecture on fearless plant propagation at the 2021 Garden & Landscape Expo Virtual Experience.
Shipwrecks!

PBS Wisconsin’s multifaceted Shipwrecks! project premiered in November. A television documentary took viewers to the bottom of Wisconsin’s Great Lakes to uncover the history behind the wrecks of more than 700 ships. Producer David Hestad sought to inspire viewers to learn more about Wisconsin’s maritime history and the impact that Wisconsin divers had on how future generations preserve historical wrecks.

Online, the Shipwrecks! Immersive Experience is a collection of three interactive experiences focused on the history and current state of the S.S. Wisconsin, which sank off the coast of Kenosha, Wis. PBS Wisconsin has been developing emerging technologies, including 360 and Virtual Reality (VR) content, as a way to build new and meaningful connections with audiences in our increasingly digital world. This collection includes a 360-degree underwater video and two VR experiences: one documenting the day of the sinking and the other focused on the shipwreck resting on the lakebed of Lake Michigan. To create this immersive experience, PBS Wisconsin used photogrammetry technology to scan the existing wreck site. In collaboration with the Wisconsin Institute for Discovery, this data was translated into a 3D model and used as a foundation for the virtual shipwreck experience. With the help of the Wisconsin Historical Society, PBS Wisconsin conducted research into the wreck’s history and was able to create a historically and visually accurate account of events. Volunteers were able to take part in developing the immersive experiences through “playtests,” which helped improve each aspect of this collection. These experiences are hosted on the PBS Wisconsin Shipwrecks! webpage and can be accessed from any web browser or VR headset.

“A virtual reality viewer from the Shipwrecks! project.

“Loved it. Thank you. We love our Great Lakes and their quiet history. They are a treasure, along with many things about this state. You pulled such wonderful experts in this field. All much appreciated.”
– Shipwrecks! viewer

“Your stories advance tourism, give people ideas of places to travel to and explore, teach scientific research that made the topics become reality, and make us all proud to live here in Wisconsin.”
– Shipwrecks! viewer
Wisconsin’s Scenic Treasures: Southern Vistas

In March 2021, PBS Wisconsin premiered *Wisconsin’s Scenic Treasures: Southern Vistas* — a visually stunning trip across the landscapes of Southern Wisconsin’s most beautiful natural places. Capturing the sights and sounds of the region’s forests, prairies, valleys and shorelines, and the flora and fauna that call these places home, this program is a celebration of the state’s scenic southern vistas.

“We spend a lot of time outdoors in Wisconsin’s state parks, natural areas and county parks. We enjoy seeing places we haven’t visited yet and adding them to our to-do list. The whole family gathered to watch — my husband took notes on his phone and our 11-year-old son made his own list of places he wants to visit. It was a lovely way to spend time together. Thanks for continuing to make amazing programming for our family.”

— Wisconsin Scenic Treasures viewer

“A beautiful program. My husband and I are no longer able to hike, so your program enabled us to view the beauty of Wisconsin we love. Thank you for the beautiful cinematography, music, editing and everything else that puts together such a lovely piece.”

— Wisconsin Scenic Treasures viewer
Food Traditions
Celebrating diversity through food, Food Traditions is a Wisconsin Life project. With recipes and cooking, the project highlights stories of Wisconsinites and their connection to food, encouraging viewers to “try recipes out, cook with someone, and tell PBS Wisconsin how it went.” Its second season debuted in June 2020, and Wisconsin Life will release a new set of stories in 2022.

Decolonizing Dinner
In December, PBS Wisconsin partnered with Centro Hispano of Dane County on their annual Evening of Dreaming event. The event’s theme “Decolonizing Dinner” featured a presentation from Wisconsin chefs focused on the importance of indigenous foodways, and the preservation of cultural identity and community roots. Moderated by Wisconsin Foodie host and executive chef of the Driftless Café, Luke Zahm, and hosted by executive director of Centro Hispano, Karen Menendez Coller, Chef Elena Terry of Wild Bearies and Chef Anthony Gallarday of Tavo’s Signature Cuisine discussed connection to agriculture, cultural food traditions, and using diet to reclaim agency.

Let’s Grow Stuff
Let’s Grow Stuff provides gardeners helpful lessons and tools for growing their own food and tending to their plants amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. The show’s second season, released in February, built on past success with a significant increase in viewership. Drawing on experience, connections and audience from the Wisconsin Garden and Landscape Expo, as well as the previous broadcast series, The Wisconsin Gardener (still a popular program online and on streaming platforms), the digital series was developed early in the pandemic, a time of growing interest in home gardening. The series was released regularly via Facebook, Instagram and YouTube.

Quick Fit With Cassy
Gyms and recreation centers are reopening, but many people are still opting to continue their fitness journeys at home. Quick Fit With Cassy, PBS Wisconsin’s free and inclusive fitness program promoting healthy movement, continues to motivate viewers to stay active. In 2021, Cassy Vieth incorporated more floor exercises into the routines and focused on deepening moves, building upon the “body awareness” developed in earlier episodes. In a time where many things seem out of our control, Quick Fit With Cassy reminds viewers that movement and nourishment of their bodies is always something that is within our own power, and that can be incredibly fulfilling in times of uncertainty.

PBS Wisconsin Remote Production Truck
In November 2019, our organization underwent a name and brand change from Wisconsin Public Television to PBS Wisconsin. Of the hundreds of assets that needed to be updated, our remote production truck was the largest and most complex item to consider. We wanted the design to communicate the breadth of our work across platforms. We wanted the truck to encourage people in our communities to stop and engage with our staff. Most importantly, we wanted the design to communicate who we are, what we stand for, and our commitment to the people of Wisconsin. The concept art is pictured below.
**Noon Wednesday**

*Noon Wednesday* is a live weekly webcast hosted by multimedia journalist Marisa Wojcik. Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the webcast has worked remotely to focus on the “why” with newsmakers, experts and fellow journalists. These interviews are broadcast live from Wojcik’s office and feature interviews with people from across the state. *Noon Wednesday* has continued to focus on the impacts of COVID-19 and the vaccine roll-out in Wisconsin, and racial justice issues affecting the state, bringing in guests that represent the diverse voices of Wisconsin.

**WisContext**

A new PBS Wisconsin and Wisconsin Public Radio *WisContext* collaboration launched in June, following district attorney races in Wisconsin. A second reporting collaboration covering the state’s gubernatorial pardons launched in the beginning of October. *WisContext* also continued building its archive of popular and informative reporting on COVID-19 in 2021.

**Here & Now**

As schools reopened, COVID-19 cases spiked and battles ensued over mask mandates, *Here & Now* shared critical public health information with viewers. PBS Wisconsin conducted interviews with numerous government and public health officials and kept the public informed on the newest updates of the delta variant and COVID-19 vaccines. 

*Here & Now* also marked and reported on the 10-year anniversary of Act 10, also known as the Wisconsin Budget Repair Bill, which struck down public-sector unions’ ability to automatically collect dues and limited collective bargaining. The program also provided in-depth coverage of investigations into critical race theory, Afghan refugees, police reform and the story of Jacob Blake’s shooting.

**News**

In April, *Here & Now* produced two specials dedicated to major topics and issues of the state. One special provided in-depth coverage of the race for state superintendent of schools with extended interviews with each candidate, Jill Underly and Deborah Kerr. The special highlighted key issues in the race including the decision to reopen schools and student achievement gaps. It also included political analysis by strategists from two political parties, Democrat Scot Ross and Republican Bill McCoshen.

Following the murder of George Floyd, *Here & Now* dedicated coverage to the Derek Chauvin trial. The show included on-the-ground interviews with people on the streets in Milwaukee, capturing the public reaction to racial injustices.

*Here & Now* continued to cover racial justice issues following the Derek Chauvin trial, creating conversation about injustices by reporting about historical events including Juneteenth and stories about a Madison medical clinic for Black men tucked away inside a barber shop.

**WisconsinVote.org**

*WisconsinVote.org* is a comprehensive voter resource that provides information on election results, candidates and races, voter questions and educator resources during election season.
2021 AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Midwest Emmy Awards

Children/Youth/Teen (19 and under)
Carrie Frost, Fly Fishing Boss (Wisconsin Biographies)

Documentary – Cultural
Wisconsin's Scenic Treasures: Southern Vistas

Wisconsin Broadcasters Association

Best Feature—First Place
Wisconsin Life: A Doll Like Me

Best Use of Video—First Place
Wisconsin Life: Skijoring

Best Website—First Place
WisContext

Best Web Story—First Place
No Place Like Home

Best Original Digital Content—First Place
The Light

Best Series or Documentary—Second Place
Nancy Zieman: Extraordinary Grace

Best Website—Second Place
PBS Wisconsin Education

Best Image Promotion—Second Place
PBS Wisconsin is Made in Wisconsin

Best Original Digital Content—Second Place
State Street Mural Project

Best Topical Promotion—Third Place
Nancy Zieman: Extraordinary Grace

Best Specialty Programming—Third Place
Wisconsin Young Artists Compete: The Final Forte

Best Pandemic-Related Service to Community—Third Place
At-Home Learning

Best Election Coverage—Third Place
Here & Now

Best Web Story—Third Place
WisContext: The Coronavirus Pandemic and Face Masks

Social and Digital Media Operation of the Year Award—Winner: Medium-sized Television Market
PBS Wisconsin

Eric Sevareid Awards

Team Multimedia Storytelling—First Place
Police Residency, Unions and Oversight in Wisconsin

Talk/Public Affairs—First Place
Wisconsin Life #713: Let It Snow

Soft Feature—First Place
Wisconsin Life: A Doll Like Me

Photojournalism—First Place
Wisconsin Life: Skijoring

Individual Multimedia Storytelling—First Place
Detecting COVID-19 Deaths in Wisconsin

Soft Feature—Award of Merit
Wisconsin Life: You Are the Hero

Social Media—Award of Merit
WisContext: COVID-19 Pandemic Daily Metrics Threads

Sports Reporting—Award of Merit
Wisconsin Life: Fondy Blades

Milwaukee Press Club Awards

Video—Best Short Soft Feature Story—Gold
Wisconsin Life: Hip-Hop Chess Club

Online—Best Explanatory Story or Series—Gold
Wisconsin's Pandemic Year

continued
2021 AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

**Video—Best Documentary—Gold**
Nancy Zieman: Extraordinary Grace

**Online—Best Investigative Story or Series—Gold**
COVID-19 Data Reporting and Misinformation in Wisconsin

**Online—Best Local News or Feature Website—Silver**
WisContext

**Online—Best Use of Multi-Platform Reporting—Silver**
Police Residency, Unions and Oversight in Wisconsin

**Pandemic—Best Pandemic Story in Video—Silver**
COVID on the Campaign Trail

**Audio—Best Long Hard Feature Story—Silver**
Tribal Nations Took Early COVID-19 Precautions

**Online—Best Website Design—Bronze**
WisContext

**Online—Best Public Service Story or Series—Bronze**
Wisconsin Masks Up

**Online—Best Hard Feature Story—Bronze**
How AIDS Pushed Wisconsin To Change Its Approach To Public Health

**Online—Best Column—Bronze**
No Place Like Home

**National Educational Telecommunications Association Awards**

**COVID-19 Content—Winner**
News coverage — including Here & Now, online news page, Noon Wednesday, No Place Like Home, WisContext.org
Wisconsin Life: The Upbeat social media stories
Celebrating Wisconsin’s Graduates

**Marketing/Communication: COVID-19 Marketing/ Communications—Finalist**
At-Home Learning

**Content: Arts/Entertainment—Finalist**
Acapocalypse! A Cappella’s New Note

**Education: In-Person Learning Events—Finalist**
Click Teacher Summer Camp

**Education: Teacher Professional Learning—Finalist**
David O’Connor Wisconsin First Nations exemplar

**Radio Television Digital News Association**

**Excellence in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion—Winner**
Here & Now

**Excellence in Writing—Winner**
Wisconsin Life: You Are the Hero

**Society of Professional Journalists**

**Television Feature Reporting—Winner**
Wisconsin Life: You are the Hero

**Slow Food USA**

**2021 Food Story Teller Award**
Inga Witscher, host of Around the Farm Table
FISCAL YEAR 2021 HIGHLIGHTS

MORE THAN
650,000 VISITS TO ONLINE PBS WISCONSIN EDUCATION RESOURCES

3.9 MILLION ON-DEMAND VIDEO VIEWS

788 VOLUNTEER HOURS

2,300 HOURS OF LOCAL TELEVISION PROGRAMS BROADCAST

71,830 MEMBERS

Go to pbswisconsin.org for complete financial statements
We are honored to thank and acknowledge the 71,830 members and thousands of donors and sponsors that supported PBS Wisconsin during the 2021 fiscal year (July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021). The following pages highlight leadership donors and businesses who made gifts to support our daily work, designated gifts to fund special projects or donated funds to help grow our endowment. The extraordinary generosity of our supporters ensures that PBS Wisconsin can be an indispensable resource for our audiences and an essential public service for our communities.
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Christine Bremer
Muggli & Penny Muggli
Malcolm & Penny Brett
Sue E. & William Bridson
Irene Brierley
Rick Britton
Ellen L. Brothers
Bonnie & Paul Brown
Dr. Jeffrey F. & Kristen J. Brown
Robert W. & Susan T. Brown
Bruce Bryant
Sue & Jim Buck
Dave & Glenda Buhler
Jerry & Pat Bullard
Dolly & Bob Burdick
Mary P. Burke
Martin E. & Kathy Burkhardt
Thomas Butler
Lois Butte
Shirley E. Buxton
Judy Cable Anderson
Dick & Chris Calder
Sally & Chris Candel
Deb & Daniel Carey
John & Kay Carroll
Margaret Carroll
Charles & Ann Cedergren
Donald L. Chambers & Ann M. Niedermeier
Glenn Chambloss & Diane Durour
Russell Champion
Jill & Marty Chandler
Jean-Paul & Eloisa Chavas
Hari Cheema
David Chomeau
Bruce & Linda Christensen
Jim Christensen
Abigail & Lynn Christiansen
Richard & Nancy Christiansen
Della & Gerald C. Clabots
Cleary-Kumm Foundation, Inc.
William Clements
Laurel A. Clements
William Clendenning & Shirley Klapuerich
Keith & Linda Clifford
Barbara & Theodore Cochrane
Charles L. Cohen & Christine A. Schindler
Dr. Marcus & Mrs. Sheila Cohen
Robert & Mary Cole
Charles E. & Teresa M. Connell
Ernst & Jany Conrath
Ann E. Conway
Cynthia A. & David M. Cook
Lea G. Cornell
Dr. Timothy A. Correll
Jane A. Cronn
Andrew Crummys
Joanne & Jerry Cummings
Jane Cunningham
Jerry H. Curnutt
Sandra Curtis
Peter & Nancy A. Daly
Richard & Susan Davidson
Robert & Dianne Dawes
Alan Degnan
Carol R. DeGroot
Virginia C. Dell
Penny DeMott
John & Ann Denu
Susan & Jon Derksen
Mark Deyo-Svendesen
Ron & Cher Diamond
Barb & John Dickey
Dean & C. Ann Dietrich
Dr. Marjorie D’Maggio & Dr. Fred Lee
Sandra & Curtiss Dinger
Marilyn & Richard Dodd
Audrey R.Dodson
Greg & Mary Ann Dombrowski
David Dominguez & Christina B. Brenden
Lois H. Dorner
Donald Dostal
Jane Doughtry & David Wood
Melita L. Downing
Carl & Barb Drake
Joan Dramm AKA “Grampa Boots”
Jean Druckenmiller in memory of Stan Druckenmiller
Phillip & Anne Duffy
Brian & Susan Dunsmir
Anthony S. & Jane Earl
Susan Ecroyd & David Flanders, M.D.
Frederick Edelman
Mark Ediger & Jocelyn Miller
Calvin & Janis P. Edwards
Douglas Edwards
Doug & Laurie Egre
Mike & Marcia Eischen
Albert H. & Ann E. Ellingboe
Janelle & Robert Elmer
Nancy L. Elsberry
Mary Engel
Robert M. & Susan Engelke
Clarice Erickson
Robert S. & Connie Erickson
Phyllis Erns
Diane Everson, Edgerton Reporter
Herman Felstehausen & Geke Devries
Daniel B. Fields
Patricia J. & Michael J. Filbrandt
Robertta Fillicky-Penesi & Thomas Penesi
Mike & Marge Finnnesy
Constance Fisk
Jane Follmer Zekoff
Anita Foss
Susan Foster
Engelke Family Foundation
Donald & Barbara Frank
Martha E. Freeland
Albert Friedman & Susan Tikalsky
Charles R. & Anne Frihart
Leslie B. Frisinger
Doris M. Fruechte
Gwendolyn & David Fuhrman
Charli Fulton
Michael & Mary Gage
Dean P. & Mary Elstad Gagnon
Richard & Roberta Gales
Mary & Jay Gallagher
Deborah & Thomas Gannon
Janene G. & Michael R. Garey
Gartze Family Trust
Dr. George Gay
Jonathon Gelatt
Elaine & Jeffrey George
Dave & Nadine Gehl
Mary Engel
Robert M. & Susan Halverson
Pat & Mike Hammache
Sally Mead Hands
John Lauson
Roy Gill
William & Sherryl Gingerich
James Gleason
Richard & Carmella Glover
Brian & Sharon Godfrey
Dolores & Paul Gohdes
Dick Goldberg
Jerry & Jody Goldberg
Stan Goldfarb & Sandra Arnn
Dr. Robert Graebner & Linda M. Graebner
Anne & Larry Graham
Nancy Graham
Doris Grajkowski
Gary Green & Leann Tiggens
Judith N. Green, MD & Margarita Zamora
Robert Greenen
Veralee & Mike Gregg
Joel & Jacquelyn Greiner
Connie A. Greiser
Don & Sandra Griffin
Andy & Karen Grimm
Gay & Mark Gross
Fraser B. Gurd & Judith Jansen
Bob Gurdia & Betty Craig
Elizabeth S. Gustavson
Judith Haag
Nancy Hafer
Charles Hagedorn
H.J. Hage Foundation Fund
Peter Halfmann
Linda Hall, PhD
Reed & Ellie Hall
Michael & Roberta Halverson
William & Kellee Hollis
Jack & Colleen Holmbeck
Alana & Dennis Holt
Julie Horner & Michael Vahldieck
Barbara A. & John R. Horner-Ibler
Gerry Hough
Carolyn Householder
Ann & Bill Hoyt
Cameron & Noreen Hubanks
Penny Hubbard
Robert & Mary Hubbard
Jan & Lloyd Hughes
Mark & Sally Hunner
Anne & Bill Hunnex
Janice Ingham
Lisa Irwin & Charles O’Harro
Andrea Iwen
Sandra Jacobee
Richard T. Jakubek
Jean Jakusz
Marilyn & Craig January
Richard L. & Louise Jeanne
Robert & Jane Jeffrey
Nancy & Norman Jensen
Jeannie Jerde & Bernard Mrazik
Nancy Jese & Paul Menzel
Cynthia & Al Johnson
Dr. Daniel F. & Carolyn B. Johnson
Jeffrey & Debra Johnson
Jim & Sally A. Johnson
Wendell & Judith Johnson
Anne & Peter Jones
David H. Jones & Patricia F. Noordsj
Rosemary S. & Lee B. Jones
Alcee & Margaret B. Junomville
Martin & Rita Kades
Georgia Kafant
Don & Tina Kalsech
Patricia Kamping
Jean Kapolnek
Barbara J. Kashiandon
Jerry & Nancy Kaufman
Erica Kauten
Valerie & Andreas Kazamias
Karen D. Kendrick-Hands & Lawrence M. Hands
Ken & Deneen Kicbush
Dr. & Mrs. Howard Kidd
Larry & Kim Kleck
Renee King
John M. Klingsbury
Sue Kirkbride
Alice Kissling
John & Dede Klabacka
James & Renee Knight
Richard Knowles
Charlie & Kellie Knox
Kathleen A. Knox
Chris O. & Lee Knuteon
Andrew V. Koch
Herbert H. Kohl Charities, Inc.
Scott & Mary Kolar
Edward H. Kolner
Brian & Sara Koopman
Eugene Korb
David & Sara D. Kozeluh
Wilma Kraak
$1,000-$2,499 cont.

David & Paula Kraemer Fund
Jennifer & William Kraemer
Bonnie J. Kraft
Scott Kramer
Jack & Louise Krause
Krause Foundation
Lois A. Krebs
James Kromm
Hendrikus Krouwer & Barbara Shimada-Krouwer
Karen & James Krueger
Fritz Kruger
David & Nancy Kruhnfsuz
Ken & Marianne Kurtenacker
Hilda & David Kuter
James & Joan Laabs
Mae Laatsch
Tom & Cynthia Laconte
Charles Laible
Lanna Laird
Joanie Langenfeld
Lynn & Dick Lawson
Jack Lawton & Bonnie R. McMullin-Lawton
John & Louise Leary
Mark Lederer & Lynn Levin
Richard & Joan Leffler
Fred Lein
James & Lois Lemke
Roma Lenehan
Robert J. Lenz
Paul & Judith Letourneau
Marvin J. Levy
Rick & P.J. Liebmann
Barbara Liles
Chun C. Lin
James E. & Susan F. Lindsay
Charlotte Lindstrom
Caroline & David R. Link
Don & Terese Lintner
Peter Livingston
Richard R. & Barbara R. Loftsgordon
Elaine Lohr
Sara C. Long
Astride & Eddie Lowry
Madeleine & David Lubar
Tracy & Jeff Luczak
Dr. Gary K. Ludwig & Ms. Christine A. Raso
Robert J. & Barbara Ludtke
Erma Luider
Alan Luloff & Kathryn Barrett
Jim Dahlberg & Elsebet Lund
Katrinehny Laill
Kay Macleish
Mary R. MacMillan
Mary Madigan
Dennis & Gail Maki
Jack & Joan Malin
Jane Manke
Claudia Manning
Michelle Manning & Michael Eastman
Ishwar R. & Ruth Mansukhani
David & Carol Marquardt
Lee Marquardt
Margaret Marriott
Doug Marschalek
Jan Marshall Fox
Dennis W. & Mary Martin
John Mason & Martha Frey
Andrea L. Mast & Jon Hornbacher
Will & Lora Mathes
Carol & John Mathis
Dana Maxfield
John B. & Jane E. McAndrew
John A. & Valerie McAluliffe
Rita & Dennis McComber
Dave McCormick & Virginia Bores
Brent & Deborah McCown
Colleen McDermott
Kathleen K. McFeeley & David Kinyon
Ryan McGuiure
Glenn & Martha McKendrick
Mary McKnight
Tom & Kate McMahen
Dr. Blair McLiman & Dr. Joy McLiman
Steven Meffert
Marylynne Muhl
Walter & Nancy Meinholz Family Trust
Ron Mensink
Bill & Cheryl Merrick
Pat & David Mertens
Patricia A. Mertens
Ray & Myrna Mescher
Bill J. & Lyne Joyce Messer
Donald & Mary Metz
Chris & Lou Ann Meyer
Dan Meyer
Paul & Laura Michor
Susan M. Mielke
Sally & Mike Miley
Dick & Shirley Miller
Jon & Cookie Miller
Joy C. Miller
Judy & Al Miller
Robert J. Miller & Magdalene M. Miller
Jon M. Miskowski & Mary B. Sarnowski
MMG Foundation
Diana Moen
Frances Mohr
Elizabeth & John Moore
Ruth K. Moore
Nancy & Jim Moran
Barbara Morgan & Jerome Dempsey
Bill & Kathy Morin
Greg & Carolyn Mos
Andy Mulder
Bill & Mary Mullins
James Mun
Mary C. & Ed Murphy-Ahears
Liz Murray
Alan T. Nass
Beth Neary
Linda Negrotti
Laura Nelke & Edward Denny
Cindy & Bruce Nelson
Elizabeth Nelson
Janice & Paul Nelson
Pat & Doug Nelson
Weldon Nelson & Caroline Friberna
David & Mary Neuhaus
Nancy Newell Moore
Thanhcuong T. Nguyen & Ed Boedecker
Joan Niebauer
Bill Niedermeier
Robert M. & Carol Niendorf
Mary E. Nikolay
Rodney Norbdy & Nancy Anderson
Joan & Storm North
Joni Nowak & Dave Wegner
William Nuelle
Suzanne K. Oberhauser
The Obrodovich Family Endowment
Barbara J. O'Connell & Larry Rothstein
Kathryn O'Connor
Mike & Sarah Oebser
Dolores J. O'Laughlin
Mary Oldenburg & Mark Neumann
Cathy & Dave Olig
Bruce & Carol Olson
Barbara Morgan & Jerry Olszewski
Vicky Onneld
Janice & Ronald Opelt
Leland & Nancy Fae Otte
Single Step Foundation
Lori & Stephen Pagelow
Allan & Patricia Patek
Donaul Vanpaulen
Thomas Patzner
Adeline Peckham
Joan Daniels Pedro
Richard Perkins
Joy & Jim Perry
Bruce & Marcia Peters
Patricia Peters
Joan & Gregg Petersen
Carla Peterson
Gary & Mary Jo Peterson
Carolyne & James Pflasterer
Denise Pheifer
David E. Phillips
Ted & Hannah Pinkerton
Brenda & Michael Pittirle
Robert & Kathleen Poi
Thomas H. & Debra Polisn
Linda & Rex Pope
Arleone Porter
Russ Ann Potts
Sue Pranke
Mary Price
David Prohaska & Roxanne Aide
Marguerie Quillen
Paul Quin & Pamela Wilson
William A. & Nancy M. Raabe
Audrey Randall
David J. Stute & Margaret M. Rasch
Jeanne & Bill Rayne
Reid & Ashley Rayome
Margi Reardon
Bernd Rehm & JoAnn Levy-Rehm
Kevin & Kate Reilly
Dave & Gina Reinardy
Sara Krebsbach & Glenn Rein
Joan Patricia Resch
Barbara Rice
Barry H. & Nancy E. Rich
Ronda Richards & Bob Ley
John Richmond & Devon Livingston-Rosanoff
Warl & Ellen Richter
Gerald & Patricia Rickman
Layton F. & Diane Rikker
Renata Rislow
Lynn C. Riviere
Patricia Schulz
Mary E. Nikolay
Sally J. Roe
Jane A. & James L. Roeber
Pam Rolfs & Timothy Burns
Jonathan Gray Rooney
Kendall & Mary Rouse
Candy Rusin
David B. & Nancy J. Russell
Melissa & John Rydlewicz
Lawrence Sallee
Doug & Carla Salmon Foundation
Neil Salayongse & LaLynda Thoen
Tyson Sanders
Rob & Mary Savage
Dale Schaber & Penny Bernard Schaber
Sarah Schaellet
Robert Schedel
William Schierl & Sarena Melotte
David Schifeling
Marylin J. Schilling
Carol Ann Schlatter
Gary & Emily Schleinz
Albert & Shirley Schmidt
Joan Schmit
Thomas L. & Suzan Schobor
Brita S. Schoeneberg
Harvey S. Scholfield
Nathan Schreib & Catherine Savage
Grace Schroeder
Kurt & Julie Schroeder
Diane Schuck
Gregory & Mary Jo Schunke
Duane & Mary Schultz
Elmira Schultz
Bernadine Schulz
Patricia Schulz
Robert Schuning & Mary Ellen Stewart
Helmuch Schwab
Brad Schwartz
Rebecca Schwe
Cletus A. & Jane Schoerer
Charles T. Scott
Clark Searle & Karen Nixon
Glenn Seegers
Jan Seiler
Janice Sharp & Brian Bowman
Matthew & Joretta Shinners
Aubrey Shomos & Dan Laux
Dr. Karen Shulman
Silverbell Pond
Marilyn Silvester
Miraam Simmons
Sarah E. Siskind & Joel Rogers
Fred Skibba
Jeff & Barbara Skiles
Abby Smith
Dawn G. & William H. Smith
Jeffrey & Irene Smith
Jill Smith & Bill Jacobson
Richard B. Smith & Pat McKearn
Christian T. Snowdon & Ann Lindsey
Ronald & Christine Sorkness
Ruth Anne Sorsen
Carol A. Spiegel
James & Jan Spredemann
Cathy Luther & Jerry Stadtmueller
Sharon Stark
Sue Pecaut Stark
Ray & Harriet T. Staz
Roman & Beatrice Staz
John B. & Judy Steele
Harriet S. Steinberg
Bette Steinbrenner
Nancy & Edward Steinfeld
Nancy Stimmart
Stephen & Julie Stine
Thomas W. & Ruth C. Stram
Mary A. Strange
Elaine B. Strassburg
Cindy & Mark Streckert
Greg & Kristin Strehlow
George B. Strother & Mary G. Benes
Martha J. Stryker
Robert Stuessy
Mary Stuiber
Summerside Family
James W. & Carol Sundet
Cheryl Sursaugh
Millard & Barbara Susman
Jeff & Marty Virchow
Robert L. & Gaida K.
Bob & Dee Vetter
VanLanduyt
Susan VanDyke
Nancy M. VanDyke
Valiquette
Kolloff
Larry & Sarah Urben
Stuart J. & Karen Updike
Jim & Bernie Treichel
Peggy & Jon Traver
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph E.
Mary Ellen Tracey
Dr. & Ms. Joseph E. Trader
Dr. Poul-Erik Transo
Peggy & Jon Traver
Jim & Bernie Treichel
Robin & Kathie Tyser
Ellen Ukinski
Stuart J. & Karen Updike
Larry & Sarah Urbem
John K. Urice & Penny Kolloff
Lynne & Keith Valiquette
Nancy M. VanDyke
Susan VanDyke
Lee & Catherine VanLanduyt
Bob & Dee Vetter
Robert L. & Gaida K. Vickerman
Paul Victorey
Jeff & Marty Virchow
Robert Wahlers
Thomas Waldera
Nancy Waldron
Beverly Wallace
Wolfgang Wallischaeger
Ed & Bobbi Walsh
Mary Walters
Nancy E. Washburn & Mark Spring
Michael Watts
Dr. Karen L. Wedde
W. Scott Weigle
Peter & Lynne Weil
Donna Weis
Cynthia Weisflock
Mark & Liz Weiler
R. Stephen & Patricia Werner
Warren R. Werner
Paul Wertsch & Kay Hegestedt
Mary & Gilbert Wessel
Patricia & Roger Westphal
W Whetstone
Matthew Wiedenhof & Jane Purse-Wiedenhof
Rebecca Wiegand & Marvin VanKekerix
Joe & Catherine Wildenberg
Connie Williams
Kristi & Roger Williams
Jerry & Pam Wilson
Katie Wilson
Diann Winchester
Jon W. & Sandra C. Winder
Hal & Shirley Winsborough
Barbra Winter
Ann M. Wittlinger
Roy Wittwer
Rob & Emily Wixson
Joan Wood
Gayle L. Worf
Lauri & David Wuebben
John Bryant Wyman
Jeanan Yasiri Moe & Doug Moe
Jim Young
Richard F. Young & Ling Ho
Elaine Younger
Richard Zieman
Doris Ziesemer
Don & LaVonne Zietlow
Robert Ziino
John Zimbrick
Tom & MaryKay M. Zimbrick
Janet K. Zimmerman
Dorothy & George Zogari
Amy L. & Dennis M. Zweber
Anonymous (83)

HISTORY SOCIETY
Tim & Sara Abel
Richard & Barbara Albrecht
Cheryl Allen
Annie Allen-Wyman
Jake & Lucy Allweg
Mary Ames
Keith Amundson & Theresa Galligan-Amundson
Algot Anderson
Joanne & John Anderson
Mary Jane Anderson
Ron & Patty Anderson
Brenda Armstrong
Philip & Carolyn Ashby
John & Hilde Bacharach
Christoper & Christine Barden
Tom & Sally Basting
Carol Batho
Larry & Kathy Bell
Merlyn Burkard & Linda Benaszeski
Barry Bender
Robert Benincosf
Todd I. & Betty J. Berens
Sandra Berg
Barbara Bergsma
Rebecca G. Berquam
Barbara L. Beutler
Sherrie Beyer & Wayne Ott
Joseph & Patricia Biehl
John Biondo, Jr. & Deirdre Birmingham
James & Gloria Bjernejrud
Vlasta Karol Biharec
Debra S. Boersen
Poodie & Clay Bonin
Douglas & Joan Borcherd
Jan Botz & Tom Lippert
Bill Bourland
Malcolm & Penny Brett
Michael K. Bridgeman
Peggy Bronsberg & Bernie Langreck
Dr. Jeffrey F. & Kristen J. Brown
Jane Bruesch & Rich Propsom
Sue & Jim Buck
James A. Bullock
Dennis Appleton & Jennifer Buxton
William Floyd Cairns
Kathy Casberg
Jean Cherney
Jim Christophson
Phyllis Christie
Joyce Clark Knutson
Susan H. Colliton
Terry & Amy Coughlin
Kay M. Cowing
Karen & Phillip Crawford
Jennifer Cuccia
Jean Dahlstrom
Kathy Daily
Lowell G. & Donna Dalsoren Income Trust
Richard H. Damro
Dave & Amber Dapkus
Art, Irma & Gary Davis
Sandra L. Davis
Dr. Donald Deleo
Matthew DeMars
Richard & Nancy Dietz
Mary Ellen Doll
Judy & Doug Drew
Cora & Dave Drexler
Joshua R. Dukelew
Catherine M. DuPont
Heidi Dying
Jane Nemke Earl
Sharon & Gerald Ehrmeyer
Susan & Arpad Eiler
Roy & Stephanie Elkins
Virginia Epps
Theodore Eslinger
Jean Espenshade
Linda Fariss
Mary ‘Farmi’ Farmilo
Lorrie Jane Feeney
Colleen & Bill Feist
Kathleen K. Fenske
Alice L. Ferris
Shawn R. Fischer
Betsy Foley
Mary C. Ford
Kell & Andrew Frigo
E. Chloe Galswyk
Dean & Mary Gagnon
Janice W. Galt
Russell & Suzanne Gardner
James Gelander
Dave George
Nora Gerber
Chet & Barbara Gerlach
Lloyd R. & Dorothy J. Gerrits
Diane L. Glodoski
Jeff Glover
Carl & Lanya Goepfert
Steve T. & Mary Gonske
Dave & Joanne Grandkoski
Jane Greenewald
Colleen M. Cantlon
Joel & Jacquelynn Greiner
Greg & Carol Griffin
Shelley Grob
Scott & Celia Groff
Gerard & Linda Grzyb
Douglas & Barbara Gunz
Jane E. Haasch
Camille Haney
Ellen Hansen
Roger W. Hansen
Phil & Marilyn Hansotia
Judy & John Hartl
Ira J. Hartl
Charles & Judy Hastert
Joan D. Hauer
Peter F. Hauptmann
David Haven Family
Ron & Carol Hay
Janet J. Hays
John & Mary Jeanne Hecht
Joe & Pat Heim
Shelley Anne Heine
John Heinirichs
Rev. Daniel & Lynn Henderson
William W. Henke & Patricia R. Henke
June Hesler
Peggy Hill-Brueunig
Bryce Hinsch
Katherine Hodge
Jack & Colleen Holmbeck
Steve & Jane Holtzman
Jeanette Holz
Nancy J. Homburg
Barb & Mike Homolka
Barbara A. & John R. Horner-Ibler
Vicki Huffman & Alan Knight
Lynn Huiskamp
S. K. Humble
Johnny J. Hurtado
Dale & Winnie Hutjens
Dr. Stanley L. & Shirley S. Inhorn
Carolyn P. Jacobson
Jerome J. Jagielski
Marilyn Jahnke
Richard T. Jakubek
Bill Scheuerell & Ginny Janssen
Jeff & Kathy Jaschinski
Susan C. Jensen
Earl & Carol Jewett
David John Jindra
Charles & Susan Flander-Johnson
Tom & Margie Johnson
Lila M. Jones
Melissa A. Keyes & Ingrid E. Rothe
Barbara & Ron King
William & Debbie Knutson
Kari & Kathy Kobal
Sylvia Koch
Amy Kocha
Linda & Kiff Kuhn
Mary M. & Scott A. Kolar
Walter Koskinen
Larry W. Kraak
Michael Kraft & Sandra Simpson-Kraft
Scott Kramer
J.A. Krause
Richard J. Krause
Richard F. Kreuziger
Paul M. Kronberg
Larry Krueger
Donald Kuhiheck
Florence Kurtzweil
Daniel & Colleen Kutchin
Kyle LaFond
John & Marie LaFontaine
Bob & Mary Jane Lake
Mariapia Lambert
Mary & Robert Lane
Dale & Angie Lang
Frank J. LaPin
Gary Lautenschlaeger
David R. & Darlene A. Lee
Sarah Elizabeth Leet
Robert J. Lenz
Rich & Beth Lepping
Barbara L. Leuthner
Robert & Dana Lex
Warren Dorn & Barbara Liles
Mary Linders
Peter Livingston
Rick & Joyce Lohr
Donna Lotzer
Michael Luedke
Liloue Luedtke
Barb & Mike Madden
Maja Maki-Laari
Richard Malinowski
Nell Mally
David & Carol Marquardt
William & Bernadette Marschke
Famia Marx
Deborah J. & Dennis J. Mathison
Constance Matsuuki
Cynthia May
Karen McCarty
LaVonne McCombie
Frederick & Virginia McCormick
We remember cont.
Mary McEniry
Wayne & Nan McGhee
Gary J. McGoey
Susan McIntyre
Thomas & Nancy McVary
Jeff & Lynn Meinders
Bob & Stacy Merrick
Chuck & Barb Merry
Rose M. Messina
Jean Michaels
William & Janice Minardi
Margaret Misdall
Patrick & Sara Mitchell
Jamie A. Moar
Dr. Brian P. Moore
Morgan's Shoes
Mel Morgenbesser
Norman & Peg Munson
Richard & Martha Nawratil
Geri Naymick
William Neddersen
Eleanor K. Neumann
Nancy Newell Moore
Dollie Newlun
William & Janet Nohl
Wilbert (Bill) Nohrtemeyer
Rodney Nordby & Nancy Anderson
LaRay C. & Rosemarie N. Norlin
Evon Norris
Louann Norsetter
Elizabeth Norton
Roger W. Novy
Sanny Oberhauser
James M. & Monica R. O'Brien
Ryan K. O'Connor
Elizabeth Olson
Porter O'Neill
Christine A. Orling
Judith M. Osier
Mary Oster
David & Kathy Ott
Michael & Judith Parrish Trust
Kenneth Pauer
Jim & Joy Perry
Ronda Pettery-Kucher & Jan Kucher
Elizabeth Polcyn-Breen
Stanley Presley
Ann & Dennis Puser
Veronica E. Quednau
Sam Racine & Michael Lundequam
Kylee & Melissa Radulovich
Carol Raeder
Charles & Lucille Ramshaw
Fr. John E. Rasmussen
Beverly & Sydney Rauworth
Linda Reber-Peterson
Jayne C. Redman
Marilyn Rhodes
Craig & Donna Rider
Lois Riemer
Al Rinaldi
Darlene Stoflet Robinsson
Ann Roed
Peter & Connie Roop
James & Mary Ann Rose
Richard C. Rose
Ann Rosenberg
Barb & Tim Rosenthal
Heidi L. Roth
Toni Rozek & Michael Gane
Robert P. & Ann Rusch
Mary & Chris Sadler
Cheryl Braun
Dr. Jim & Marge Sauer
James L. & Frankie Saxton
Lloyd Schaefer
John & Jean Schaller
Roger Schaumberg
Madelyn Scheer
Karen Scheibe
Marilyn J. Schilling
Donald J. & Frances Schimmel
Cheryl L. Schoening & Terrence R. Schoening
Earl & Priscilla Schroeder
Clay & Janell Schroeder
David Schulman & Lawrence Schulman
Revocable Trust
Raymond & Patty Schultz
Sue Schulz
Tom & Lois Schumacher
Gary Schwalger & Dr. Gabrielle Banick
Marvin & Dixie Schwenn
Elmer & Carol Sevick
Lorrie A. Shafer
Pat & Kathy Shaw
Gail Shearer
Karen R. Shevet Dinah
Jordan L. Siegler & Lukas P. Dietz
Claudena Skran & David Duncombe
Judith N. Snayfeld
Stephanie L. Sorensen
C. K. Sovinski
Richard D. Spencer-Dobson
Brian M. Spindel
Loretta I. Spy
Richard P. Staedtler
Tony & Jackie Staley
Sharon Stark
Ray & Harriet Statz
Bette Steinhagen
Bruce & Chris Steinhauser
Judy C. Stevens
Laila & Melba Stockhausen
Elaine B. Strassburg
David & Dawn Stucki
Judith O. Sutton
Susan R. Sweeney
Kathleen M. Sylvester
Donald & Donna Sypniewski
Kris Knoepke & John Szalkowski
Caryl & Bob Terrell
Ted Thieme
Rosanne Theis & Dennis Thompson
Betty Theisen
Jean C. Thompson
Dr. Carrie Thomas
Samuel & Carin Tijan
Kris Harings & John Tipton
Gary Tritz
Nancy Troller
Ellie Ulrich
Janice R. Ulrich
Matthew Underwood & Chong Lor
Jerri & Judy Valen
Lynne & Keith Valiquette
Julia M. Vanroo
Bresnahan
Jim Voborsky
Charles Voight
Paul M. Vraney
Bruce A. & Lisa A. Wachholz
Lorelei I. Walczak
Leslie Watkins
Mary E. Watts
Leslie Weber
Dr. Karen L. Wedde
Charles & Christine Wellington
Kathy & David Wellsandt
Nancy L. Wendtland
Frank & Kathy Wermes
Tim & Karen White
Carolie Whitey
Jere Wickens & Carol Lawton
Keith E. Wickert
Craig Williams
Roger T. & Kristi A. Williams
Richard K. & Judith A. Williams
Gregg & Lisa Willkom
Jack & Sandy Winder
Helen L. Wineke
Irene Winkler
Steve & Janet Wissink
Kathleen E. Woi
Wayne & Joan Speiker Wojciechowski
Janet Wood
Helen Wright
Ralph D. Wycoff
Sallie Wylie
Suzanne L. Young
Janice K. Zawacki
Lois Zempel
Barbara Zeug
William Zimar & Susan Neitzel
Janice Zindel
Beverly Zulty
Stephen & Ardis Zwickly
Karl Zyhowski
Anonymous (167)

**WE REMEMBER**

James A. Benson
Debert Brandley
Alberta Cunningham
Douglas L. Dexter
Betty L. Dickson
Genevieve Dobratz
Douglas M. Eastman
James Freeman
Mary Clare Freeman
Jeffrey Golden
Dorothy Gosting
Hayden D. Groy
Patrick Joyce
Florence Markgraf
Elifriede M. Rauch
Beverly J. Schluen
June Scott
Jeanne Silverberg
Deborah Thomas
Fred P. Wilk
Eleanor Zoerb

**WISCONSIN BUSINESS SUPPORT**

AARP Wisconsin
Agrace Hospice & Palliative Care
Alliant Energy
American Transmission Company
Auto Club Group
Capitol Lakes
City of Sheboygan
Colony Brands, Inc.
Combat Blindness International
Community First Credit Union
Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region
CUNA Mutual Group
Culver's Foundation
Dave's Party Fund
Delta Dental
Epic Systems, Inc.
The Evuje Foundation, Inc.
Forward Theater Company
Fox Cities Magazine
Girl Scouts
Northwestern Great Lakes
Green Bay International Airport

**CREDITS**

**Writer/Editor**
Erik Ernst

**Designer**
Vicki Pierce

If you need this material in an alternate format, contact the Audience Services Department at 800-422-9707.
Enjoy more of your favorite programs!

Watch full episodes of your favorite shows online and on the free PBS Video app everywhere you stream TV! Plus, the PBS Wisconsin Passport library offers annual members extended access to an on-demand library from popular shows like *American Experience, American Masters, Antiques Roadshow, Nature, NOVA, Masterpiece* and Wisconsin favorites like *Wisconsin From the Air*. In addition to these signature series, the on-demand library is full of public television's acclaimed news, arts, science, history, and lifestyle programs; including a rotating selection of films from Ken Burns. More shows are being added all the time! Learn more at [pbswisconsin.org/passport](http://pbswisconsin.org/passport).

PBS Wisconsin is a service of the Educational Communications Board and UW-Madison.
821 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706-1497
800-422-9707 | 608-265-2302 (Madison area)
608-262-6833 (TTY) | email: comments@pbswisconsin.org
[pbswisconsin.org](http://pbswisconsin.org)